
 

Year 5 Maths Tasks – Wednesday 10th June 2020 

 

Good morning. I hope you are all having a good week. 

 

Parents: Today we will continue answering question about bus and train timetables.  

 

Children: I’ve set some more timetable questions today, this time including 24-clock time. Remember that if there is 

a gap in the timetable, it means that the bus or train does not stop at that bus stop or station on that particular 

journey.  Don’t forget to draw a timeline to help you if you need to work out how long a journey is.  

 

Questions 

1. Look at the time table for trains leaving London for the North of England. Answer the questions below.  

 

*Each train stops at every station on all three journeys.  

 

a. On journey B it takes 1 hour and 16 minutes to get from London to Derby. What time does the train stop 

at Derby? Write it in the blank box on the timetable.  12.53 

b. Journey C takes a total of 3 hours and 5 minutes. What time does it arrive at Newcastle? Fill in the blank 

box on the timetable. 19.48 

c. Which journey takes the least time from London to Newcastle? Show all your working-out. It is journey B 

which takes 2 h 57m. Journey A is 3 h 49m and you are told that Journey C is 3 h 5 m.  

d. You live in London but have an appointment in York at 14.30. Which train should you take? Train B 

leaving London at 11.37. How much time will you have to get to your appointment once you have 

arrived in York? 32 minutes 

e. You need to travel to Newcastle from London for a celebration dinner which starts at 8.15pm. Which 

train should you take? Train C How much spare time will you have in Newcastle before your dinner 

starts? You will have 27 minutes.  

f. You are on the way to your dinner party when the train breaks down outside York and is delayed by 18 

minutes. What time will it be when you eventually arrive in Newcastle? 20.06 or 8.06pm 


